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One effect was to glorify the Federal Bureau of Investigation,
its chief X Edgar Hoover and his special agents, the "G-
Men" (underworld cant for government men), into hero-
hood for the romantic public and the young. By 1936
movies, juvenile literature, radio serials and budding organi-
zations of "Junior G-Men" were attesting to the fact that
law enforcement had at last grown more glamorous than
lawbreaking.
Greater concern for the predelinquent child—school tru-
ancy, health problems, emotional make-up, educational
needs—inspired special-service adjuncts of the public schools
and more progressive police departments, as well as child-
welfare projects staffed by the WPA* The movies gave casual
publicity to the "Dead-End Kids'* as types of urban delin-
quency, and to Father Edward X Flanagan's "Boys* Town"
in Nebraska offering healthier surroundings to the under-
privileged.
The Depression's full toll upon susceptible youth was hard
to assess because in large measure it resembled a payment
deferred* That its sum was not greater was due appreciably to
the Civilian Conservation Corps, created in April, 1933, fo
keep idle youngsters from "riding the rods/' living off soup
kitchens and sleeping in hobo "jungles/' Incidental to the
task of saving youth was that of saving natural resources.
The idea, worked out by Secretary of Labor Frances Perkins
and Senator Robert F* Wagner, owed something to the work
camps of pre-Hitler Germany, something also to the philos-
opher William James, who a generation earlier had called for
"a conscription of the whole youthful population to form
for a certain number of years a part of a great army enlisted
against Nature/'
The CCC was voluntary, but its discipline and spirit were
mildly military, though drilling, saluting and marching were
taboo* The war department directed the building of camps
and also supervised the boys' health, morale and welfare* The
administration of the corps, however, became wholly civilian

